A method to detect MURA, which is defined as irregular lightness variation on uniformly manufactured surface, is necessary to keep quality of the display devices. The MURA is inevitable matter for devices relating to image processing. Input devices, output devices and display devices have MURA of various levels which determine acceptance of device quality. We report the level of the contrast and resolution which is required to the MURA detection, through MURA detection of shadow masks as an example.
MURA
A method to detect MURA, which is defined as irregular lightness variation on uniformly manufactured surface, is necessary to keep quality of the display devices. Every device relating to image processing has MURA to some degree, because perfectly uniform surface never exists. Input devices, output devices and display devices have MURA of various levels which determine whether the device quality is acceptable. We report the level of the contrast and resolution which is required to the MURA detection, through MURA detection of shadow masks as an example. Fig. 1 shows an example of a lightness cross section of a captured image with mura. A mura detection process requires to remove both the background and the noise from the mixed signal in order to pick up the mura signal.
Causes of mura have a large variety such as unevenness of coated layer thickness, local non-uniformity of chemical process, local surface roughness, size or location divergence of the regularly placed cells and so on.
MURA Detection
It depends on human perception whether the mura is acceptable and how much the quality of the device degrades. In some cases, they are hardly told from one another even if the mura is detected perfectly. Mura level in components usually has to be controlled more strictly than final products to ensure high yield. Some mura can be viewed clearly on the components but sometimes gives no effect for the final products. Even in such a case, mura detection system is useful for following three points as; 1) a basis of the quality level agreement, 2) an objective monitoring system of status of the production line, and 3) a help to determine whether the mura is harmful to the quality.
An automatic mura detection system has to satisfy two requirements to substitute human inspection: first it can provide quantitative definition of mura intensity as the inspectors have acquired the skill of mura evaluation through the training and the consensus among them usually based on the least acceptable sample, and second it can be as sensitive as human inspectors. The MURA detection system has to be designed to have as high signal to noise ratio as possible in order to detect the low contrast mura.
Detection Result
We have done several simulation to the mura detection system designed for the low contrast mura on shadow masks to clarify the detection capability.
Based on detection results of shadow masks, we have investigated the requirements of the MURA detection from aspect of contrast sensitivity and spatial frequency for display devices with various panel sizes. The contrast sensitivity of the human vision system has been modeled by Barten. The model shows the limit of higher spatial frequency side is determined by viewing distance and the lower side is determined by panel size. 
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